There have been many previous studies to facilitate the use of smartphones as remote controllers of PCs. Image-based user interfaces have been suggested to provide fully functioning remote applications. However, most previous image-based interfaces consume high battery power and network bandwidth. Also most users have specific preferences on various applications on remote PCs, but previous smartphone interface systems would not allow users to define their own smartphone interfaces to set their preferences. This paper presents a new smartphone user interface system, SmartUI, for remote PC control. SmartUI is designed as a text-oriented web-based interface, so that it can be used on any smartphone with a built-in web browser while saving battery power and network bandwidth. Moreover, SmartUI enables a user to create buttons on a smartphone; for a quick launch and for shortcut keys, associated with a specific remote PC application. As a result, SmartUI allows a user to create his or her own smartphone interface for remote PC control, while saving battery power and network bandwidth. SmartUI has been tested with various smartphones and the results are also presented in this paper. key words: smartphone user interface, remote user interface, resourcesaving user interface, editable user interface
Introduction
The rapid advances in related technologies have enabled smartphones to remotely access PCs. There have been many studies on remote user interfaces, with the goal of utilizing smartphones as remote controllers [1] - [3] .
Previous remote user interfaces can be classified into two categories: image-based or text-based interfaces. Most image-based interfaces intend to provide smartphone users with maximum remote accessibility. The screens of remote PCs can be displayed on smartphones using VNC (Virtual Network Computing) [4] or RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) [5] . However, the scaled images from remote PCs, on the small screens of smartphones, discourage users from using smartphones to actively interact with remote PCs. Recently, widget-based user interface descriptions have been transferred to smartphones, which require an additional renderer in smartphones to display user interfaces [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] . Studies on text-based interfaces have been relatively fewer, since they could provide only specific remote access such as email and file transfer [1] , [8] .
Previous studies on remote smartphone interface systems have concentrated on presenting the original interfaces of PC applications. Users are not allowed to define new in- terfaces in those systems. Even if some smartphone apps allow users to customize remote control widgets, there are already predefined sets of widgets from which users are able to select. However, most users have preferences for specific applications. For example, a user would like to access a specific PowerPoint slide presentation, a specific video file, or specific music on a remote PC. Previous remote user interfaces could not specify those preferences in a single interface option. Whenever users wanted to execute these same preferences, they were required to go through several identical steps repeatedly in previous systems, searching directories and then executing the application. Also each PC application has its own set of menus with shortcut keys. Previous control widget systems mostly simulated a key or a mouse input for a remote PC. So it is hard for a user to associate specific shortcuts with a preferred remote PC application. Moreover, the characteristics of smartphones should be considered when designing user interfaces. Smartphones have limited resources; such as low battery power, low memory, and slow CPU speed, when compared to PCs. Generally, text-based interfaces consume less smartphone resources than image-based interface systems [1] . This paper suggests a new smartphone user interface system, SmartUI, to control a remote PC which is located near the user, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
SmartUI has been designed as a text-oriented webbased interface, since no visual feedback of the remote PC's screen is required. HTML is used for interface descriptions, and uses a built-in web browser to render user interfaces. Therefore, SmartUI is compatible with any smartphone having a web browser and does not require downloading sepa- Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers rate mobile apps. SmartUI, as a text-oriented system also requires low battery power and network bandwidth, as indicated in Table 6 .
Above all, SmartUI has been created as an editable remote interface system. Users can define shortcuts on a smartphone to specify their preferences for various applications on a remote PC. SmartUI operates at two levels, the main and the sub. The main interface is a collection of buttons created to launch specified remote PC applications and open selected files. The sub interface is created to customize sets of menus according to a specified remote PC application. The sub interface is also composed of buttons representing shortcut keys for application-specific menus. Additionally, multiple keys for a shortcut can be easily defined with a single sub button in SmartUI.
For example, Fig. 2 shows four buttons, ppt file, video file, music file, and pdf file, defined by a user in the main interface of SmartUI. Figure 2 also shows two sub interfaces of SmartUI, associated with the two main buttons, ppt file and video file. For the PowerPoint application, 7 menu shortcuts are defined. For the Gom Player, 9 menu shortcuts are defined. A single touch on the main button, ppt file, will remotely initiate the PowerPoint and then open the ppt file.ppt on a PC. The related sub interface will automatically be displayed on the smartphone. Examples of combining multiple keys into a single sub button are demonstrated as "Alt+F4" to quit the application or "1+Enter" to go to the first slide.
Therefore, the SmartUI system enables users to easily define their own smartphone interfaces to remotely control Fig. 2 An example of the editable smartphone interface, SmartUI. Four buttons in the main interface are defined by a user to remotely open specific files on a PC. Each main button is associated with a sub interface which is also customized with application-specific shortcuts.
various remote PC applications, while saving battery power and network bandwidth.
Related Work
The evolution of related technologies has inspired active research on user interfaces on smartphones, designed to remotely control PCs. Previous work can generally be classified into two approaches [1] , [2] : image-based or text-based interfaces.
Image-Based Remote User Interfaces
Most previous remote user interfaces developed are imagebased interfaces.
VNC [4] was originally developed to provide a platform-independent way for a client PC to access a remote PC server. A client PC controls the remote PC server by monitoring transferred screen images from the remote PC. RDP [5] also enables the client to see the remote PC via screen images generated by transferred graphical commands. Similarly, the screen images of a remote PC can also be transferred to a smartphone client. However, smartphones have small screens, so the images of the remote PC screen should be scaled down to the screen on a smartphone. Even if the full screen images can allow users maximum remote accessibility, they make it difficult for users to interact with a PC using small smartphone screens; these interactions require zooming and panning repeatedly.
To provide for better interactions with the small screen images on smartphones, many suggestions have been made [9] - [12] . The GUIs of remote PC applications have been identified and classified automatically using various image processing techniques. The GUI descriptions have been generated in the server and transmitted to a mobile device. The mobile user can select and rearrange the GUIs, adjusting them to mobile constraints [9] . The use of macros has been suggested to reduce the complexity of interactions on the small screen of smartphones. Users create macros of GUI usage in applications on the PC and invoke them on a smartphone [10] . A system to magnify widgets has also been proposed to make it easier for users to interact with a remote PC using the small screen of a smartphone [11] . An energy-saving encoding scheme for pixel data of remote PC screen images has also been introduced [12] . However, dynamic changes of the GUIs in remote applications could not be implemented [9] , [10] and users still found it difficult to rearrange received hierarchical GUIs on smartphones [9] or to update macros for every remote application [10] . Moreover, frequent transmitting and displaying of pixel images require high battery power and results in slow responsiveness [10] - [12] .
There is another approach to avoid image transmissions for remote user interfaces; the transmission of widget descriptions [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] . In this approach, the abstract descriptions for remote user interfaces are transmitted to smartphones. The rendering module in smartphones is re-sponsible for displaying widgets. The interface descriptions can be automatically generated based on predefined rules [3] or tracked behavior of users [6] . Or the descriptions can be prepared manually by programmers using special protocols [2] , [7] . Different renderings of the same interface descriptions can be generated, and adjusted to the corresponding smartphones [2] . Widget-based interfaces can provide high quality GUIs on smartphones. However, they require separate interface descriptions for every remote application and separate rendering modules. Also widget-based interface systems have concentrated on providing the predefined original interfaces of the remote applications on smartphones. The customization is mostly a rearranging or selecting widgets from a subset of predefined widgets. Thus systematic groupings of application-specific widgets are hard to provide. Besides, a user is not allowed to define a new single interface to remotely open a specific application file using those widget systems.
Text-Based Remote User Interfaces
There have been relatively fewer studies on text-based remote user interfaces [1] , [2] . HTML or pure text interfaces have been suggested. The scope of applications is limited due to text-only properties. Weather forecasts, traffic information, news [2] , or email and positioning systems using GPS [8] can be remotely controlled. Text-based interfaces require lower battery power and bandwidth when compared with image-based interfaces, while achieving faster responsiveness [1] . However, previous text-based interfaces have still provided fixed interfaces.
The SmartUI System
Most previous smartphone user interfaces are image-based, which require high resource usage. Also, they concentrated on providing a whole or a part of the predefined original interfaces; so they were unable to provide a shortcut or combine multiple functions as a single interface option. For example, a user may want to play a popular song or display a special file on a remote PC, which is located near the user. Using previous smartphone user interfaces, users are required to follow several identical steps, i.e., search for and then open a specific file. Users also had to follow this procedure repeatedly, whenever they wanted to execute the same preferences. Sometimes, a user may want to apply a special control, specific to a remote PC application. For example, a user may want to play a movie faster than normal with a shortcut of "Ctrl+Shift+G" only when utilizing the Windows Media Player. Previous widget systems used smartphones to simulate a key or a mouse input to access a remote PC. Therefore, it is hard for a user to specify a set of shortcuts as menus on a smartphone and then systematically associate them with the corresponding remote PC application.
In this paper, a new smartphone user interface, SmartUI is presented for fast remote PC controls. First, SmartUI is designed to use a text-oriented HTML-based system, since the PC is near the user and no visual feedback to a smartphone is needed. Moreover, text-based systems are known to consume less battery power and lower network bandwidth, than image-based interfaces [1] . SmartUI has also been created as an editable interface system having two levels. The main level is for remote quick launch. The sub level allows for a systematic connection between customized shortcuts and the corresponding remote application, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 6 .
As a result, the SmartUI system enables users to design their own smartphone interfaces to remotely start any PC application and then apply application-specific remote controls. The results of the performance evaluation of SmartUI are included in Sect. 4 to show that SmartUI is highly responsive and also reduces the use of smartphone resources, since it is a text-oriented system.
System Components of SmartUI
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , The SmartUI is a client-server system. The server is located in a remote PC. No special apps or rendering modules are necessary for the SmartUI client. A smartphone can be connected to a PC server using a web browser. Regardless of platforms, any smartphone can be a client for the SmartUI system, since they usually has a web browser in which JavaScript is enabled.
The SmartUI server consists of three components as shown in Fig. 3 . The Connector component controls the connection and the transmission of messages between a smartphone client and the PC server. The server stores HTML descriptions for each client. When a client first logs in, HTML descriptions for the client are transmitted from the server to the client and are displayed in a web browser on a smartphone.
The Message Converter component converts text messages, transmitted from a smartphone, into Windows OS messages on PC platforms. The converted messages will Fig. 3 Simple components of the SmartUI system. The server is located in a remote PC and the client is a built-in web browser in a smartphone.
be pushed into application queues in the PC and then the corresponding application will automatically process them.
The Querier component will query the state of the application, and reply to the smartphone using a text message, only when a user asks for the current state of a remote PC application. The Querier will simply check if the application in question is either running or not, since it is simple and fast to process, and generally applicable to every application on a remote PC.
SmartUI for Remote Quick Launch
SmartUI is an editable smartphone interface system for fast remote PC control. A user can easily create, modify, or delete an interface button on a smartphone. The main interface of SmartUI has been designed to allow a user to specify remote quick launch buttons as shown in Fig. 4 . SmartUI provides command buttons: Add, Edit, and Delete, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The Add button enables users to define a new quick launch button to initiate a remote PC application with a specific file name. The Edit button allows users to change descriptions for the selected button. Finally, the Delete button lets users to remove an existing button with its descriptions. Whenever SmartUI is modified, the HTML descriptions are also updated, transmitted, and saved in the server. Later, when the user logs in, the latest version of SmartUI will be displayed on the smartphone.
JavaScript functions for each button are included in HTML descriptions. For example, the Add button triggers JavaScript functions to add HTML descriptions to previous web pages, so that a new button can be created with specific properties, such as a full path and a file name with an extension. Figure 5 (b) shows a list box for a user to search and find a directory on a remote PC. Figure 5 (c) displays files in the searched directory allowing a user to select ppt file and to remotely open it. A new button is then added with the file name as the caption, as shown in Fig. 5 (d) . Similarly, more buttons for other application files can be added, as listed in Fig. 4 . A single touch on the button for ppt file triggers JavaScript functions that extract file names and path properties from the button description and send them to the server on the remote PC. Then the remote PC will start the PowerPoint and open the file, ppt file.ppt.
Users can register a default directory in the remote PC. Any files or executable programs can be placed in the default directory, so that SmartUI can search these files even faster.
SmartUI for Application-Specific Shortcuts
The SmartUI system has main and sub interfaces as described in Figs. 2 and 6 . The main SmartUI consists of remote shortcut buttons to open user-specified PC application files. Each remote PC application, specified in a main button, has its own menu with shortcut keys. Therefore, a sub interface of SmartUI is composed of remote control buttons, associated with a PC application. Each button in the sub-system of SmartUI can also be defined by a user, using application-specific shortcut key combinations. Multiple sub interfaces for a single file can also be defined by a user, if there is more than one application associated with the file type or if the application is multi-purposed, such as the Windows Media Player for music or video.
For example, a single click on a button, video file, in the main SmartUI can open video file.avi using the Windows Media Player on a remote PC. And the customized sub interface will be automatically activated on SmartUI to remotely control the Windows Media Player, as depicted in Fig. 7 . Also, Figs. 8 and 9 present examples of multiple sub interfaces for music file.mp3 and video file.avi, respectively. When music file.mp3 is linked to the Windows Media Player in a PC, the sub interface of SmartUI has shortcuts such as "Ctrl+P" to play or pause, "F8" to increase the volume, or "F9" to decrease the volume, as shown in Fig. 8 (a) . But if music file.mp3 is linked to the Winamp, the sub SmartUI has different shortcuts such as "C" to pause or play, "↑" to turn volume up, or "↓" to turn volume down, as shown in Fig. 8 (b) . Similarly, for video file.avi, when the Gom player is designated to open it, the shortcuts are different from the shortcuts of the Windows Media Player, as listed in Figs. 9 (a) and (b) . Moreover, according to the purpose of the Windows Media Player, shortcuts of SmartUI can also be defined differently as depicted in Fig. 8 (a) to play a piece of music and Fig. 9 (b) to play a video. Figure 10 shows an example of customizing shortcuts for PowerPoint application. SmartUI provides a command button, Edit, in the sub interface, as shown in Fig. 10 (a) . The Edit button enables a user to easily insert, modify, or delete shortcut keys of menus in the sub-system of SmartUI. First, a user selects the position of a shortcut button among empty positions, as shown in Fig. 10 (b) . Up to three key inputs can be combined into a single button as in Fig. 10 (c) . A shortcut, "Alt+F4", to quit the application is assigned to a button as shown in Fig. 10 (d) to Fig. 10 (g) . Similarly, as listed in Fig. 10 (h) , other buttons are also defined by a user for shortcuts: "←" to go to the previous slide, "→" to go to the next slide, "Full" to maximize, "F5" to start a slideshow, "Esc" to quit the slideshow, and "1+Enter" to go to the first slide.
As a result, the SmartUI system enables users to create their own smartphone interface for fast remote PC control. Any application file on a PC can be remotely started by using a quick launch button on SmartUI and is also controlled by using application-specific shortcuts of SmartUI. 
Simple Query in SmartUI
SmartUI provides a simple and fast query to a remote PC application. Since querying should be applied to any PC application, the SmartUI system is designed to check whether the application queried is running or not. A check box, captioned with "Enable Query" is provided in a sub interface of SmartUI, as shown in Fig. 11 . A check on the box will enable a query for the associated PC application, when a shortcut button is clicked. A query will be replied to with a simple text message, "alive" or "dead", as also illustrated in Fig. 11 . As a result, a query in SmartUI can be performed fast, within 0.07 seconds on average, as demonstrated in Table 1.
Evaluation Results of SmartUI
The system components of SmartUI in a PC server are programmed in C#. HTML and JavaScript programming are used to implement web interfaces in the client. The server is installed on a notebook PC with i5-2410M CPU 2.3GHz and 4GB of memory. A router is used for a local WiFi net-work. Any smartphone with a built-in web browser can be a client of SmartUI. To demonstrate the utility of SmartUI, the following five smartphones with a variety of specifications have been tested as clients of SmartUI:
• Apple iPhone 3GS: CPU 600MHz, iOS 3, and 16GB.
• Apple iPhone 5S: Dual-core CPU 1.3GHz, iOS 7, and 16GB memory • Sony Xperia E1: Dual-core CPU 1.2GHz, Android OS v4.3, and 4GB memory.
• Samsung Galaxy Grand: Quad-core 1.4GHz, Android OS v4.1.1, and 8 GB memory.
• Samsung Galaxy S4: Quad-core 2.3 GHz, Android OS v4.2.2, and 32GB memory.
SmartUI has been evaluated to remotely control various application files, saved in the default directory of the PC server. The file names are used as captions for quick launch buttons on SmartUI. To distinguish each PC application, each file is named to show the associated application format such as mp4 file.mp4, ppt file.ppt, word file.doc, music file.mp3, video file.avi, and pdf file.pdf.
Response Times of SmartUI
SmartUI utilizes two kinds of buttons: a quick launch button to open a specific application file in a PC server and application-specific shortcut buttons to simulate submenus. In this section, the response time of these buttons in SmartUI is evaluated by a single user using the six application files listed above in the PC server. The five smartphones listed above were tested as clients. Safari for the two iPhones and Chrome for the three other Android smartphones were used as web browsers for SmartUI.
The response times for shortcut buttons can be longer if a query is executed. The response time for a query in SmartUI is the elapsed time between the time when a shortcut button on SmartUI is clicked initiating a query and the time when the response from the PC server is returned to the smartphone. The response time is measured on a smartphone by programming to calculate the time from starting a query to receiving a response from the PC server. For each application, 10 queries have been tried and 10 response times have been measured. The average response time of 10 trials is listed in Table 1 . The Apple iPhone 3GS has the longest response time, since it has the lowest specifications. Overall, SmartUI demonstrates quick response times, spending only 0.07 seconds on average, for each click on a shortcut button with a query enabled.
The response time for a quick launch button of SmartUI has also been measured. The results are presented in Table 2 . When a user clicks on a quick launch button, the SmartUI client generates and sends text messages to the PC server. Messages include a user-specified file path and file name to be opened on the PC server. Then the PC server parses, converts the text messages into Windows OS messages, and pushes them into queues for automatic execution by the associated application. Therefore, the response time consists of processing times spent on a smartphone client, and on a PC server. In Table 2 , Client Time is named for the average processing time on a smartphone, while Server Time is named for the average processing time on a PC server. These times indicate the average time to open each of the following six applications on a PC. Each time value was calculated by averaging the results of 10 clicks on each of the six quick launch buttons. As shown in Table 2 , the response time to initiate applications using quick launch buttons on SmartUI is only 0.3 seconds on average.
The average response time for a query of the android app which is based on a VNC protocol, was 0.474 seconds and the average response time of RDP was 0.436 seconds [13] .
As a result, even if the average response time of quick launch buttons on SmartUI is longer than the query time of shortcut buttons, it is still faster than the query time of VNC and RDP. Since VNC and RDP are imaged-based interfaces, they require much more processing time than SmartUI, a text-oriented interface. Therefore it can be concluded that the SmartUI system's response times are fast.
Smartphone Resource Usages by SmartUI
Generally, a smartphone has limited resources, when compared with a PC. In this section, the battery consumption and the network bandwidth usage of three Android smartphones, Xperia E1, Galaxy Grand, and Galaxy S4, were evaluated when a single user utilizes SmartUI. This experiment was conducted with a notebook PC server in a lab as shown in Fig. 1. Figures 2 and 6 show the interfaces of SmartUI used. Three application files in the server are tested, each illustrating different usage times of SmartUI on the smartphones listed above. For each PC application, the buttons clicked and the number of clicks on SmartUI are monitored and listed in Tables 3, 4 , and 5. The intervals between clicks are also recorded, so that the same clicks can be tested on each smartphone for each PC application. The smartphone screen is turned off after each click on SmartUI to save battery power. This is accomplished by a touch on a button at the side of the smartphone which puts the smartphone in sleep mode until the next click to save battery power furthermore. To simulate a class presentation, a PowerPoint file, ppt file, in the server is accessed using SmartUI for about 50 minutes. The ppt file consists of 58 slides in total. Arrow right and Arrow left are the most frequently clicked shortcuts on SmartUI. They enable the user to go to the next or to the previous slide as shown in Table 3 . To watch a movie using Gom Player in the server, video file is also tested using SmartUI for about 30 minutes. There may be a number of events which require attention while watching a movie. As listed in Table 4 , Arrow up and Arrow down are the most frequently used shortcuts to increase and decrease the volume. Arrow right, to go forward and space, to pause or play are also used to deal with these unexpected interruptions. Finally, to play music using Windows Media Player in the PC, music file can be controlled using SmartUI for about 4 minutes. As shown in Table 5 , CtrlP is the most frequently clicked button to play or pause music. Volume controls, such as F7, F8, and F9, can also be utilized on SmartUI.
The battery consumption and the network bandwidth usage of the three smartphones when using SmartUI have been measured [15] , averaged and listed in Table 6 . PowerPoint presentations of about 50 minutes usually require about 88 clicks on SmartUI and consumed only 1.64% of the battery power on average. Only 0.47% of the battery power is needed on average for 42 clicks on SmartUI to remotely control a 30 minute movie. Almost no battery power Table 7 Resource usage by Chrome RDP [14] on Galaxy Grand. was used for 13 clicks on SmartUI, which is required to remotely play a song of about 4 minutes, as indicated in Table 6 .
Chrome RDP [14] , as an image-based interface, has also been tested for its resource usage using the same three application files. Among the three smartphones evaluated, Galaxy Grand used the lowest resources when using SmartUI. To compare the resource usage when using Chrome RDP, Galaxy Grand was monitored [15] and the results are presented in Table 7 . The same kinds of control, listed in Tables 3, 4 , and 5, have been remotely applied to each application file. The smartphone screen was also turned to sleep mode after each click on Chrome RDP, to further save battery power. Table 7 shows that much more battery power was consumed by Chrome RDP, than by SmartUI. It can also be concluded that the text-oriented SmartUI system requires much lower network bandwidth than Chrome RDP, an imagebased interface system. Therefore, the evaluated results show that the SmartUI system can save battery power and network bandwidth on a smartphone, while achieving fast response times.
Usability of SmartUI
Especially for analyzing the usability of mobile applications, a goal question metric (GQM) model has been presented [16] . The GQM model has a hierarchy. For the characteristics of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction, 5 goals were developed to determine traits such as simplicity, accuracy, features, safety, and attractiveness. For each goal, the questions were derived and finally each question was related to metrics.
The usability of SmartUI has been evaluated using the GQM model. Several questions in the GQM are modified into button-related questions for SmartUI. Fifteen people, students and staffs in Hongik University, were asked to participate in the usability test of SmartUI, as shown in Table 8 . Participants consisted of groups determined by age and gender, while all participants had 3 to 5 years of smartphone experience so that they can evaluate the usability of mobile applications.
At the beginning of the usability test, a brief orientation was provided outlining the procedures of the test, which included demos and a list of application-specific shortcuts. Every participant was asked to install and use SmartUI to remotely control at least three different application files in the PC server. Participants used their own smartphone or a Galaxy Grand model provided. Questionnaires were given upon completion of the test. Participants were asked to rate their degree of satisfaction for each question, using a 5-point rating scale: highly negative (1), negative (2), average (3), positive (4), and highly positive (5) . The participants were also interviewed. The questionnaire used has 4 questions, applicable to SmartUI, and were selected from the GQM model.
Characteristics of usability, the associated goals, and questions included are as follows:
Goal1: Effectiveness -Simplicity Q1.1: Is it easy to add a button in the main interface? Q1.2: Is it easy to edit a button in the main interface? Q1.3: Is it easy to delete a button in the main interface? Q1.4: Is it easy to access the sub interfaces? Q1.5: Is it easy to add a shortcut button in the sub? Q1.6: Is it easy to delete a shortcut button in the sub? Q1.7: Is it easy to use the customized buttons? Q1.8: How easy is it to install the application? Q1.9: Is the application easy to learn? During the interview, participants indicated that they were satisfied with the idea of customizing shortcuts to their preferred files using SmartUI. They especially liked the fact that they could lie down and still control their music or movies on a PC when using SmartUI. They also liked the fact that a presenter can freely move around during a presentation, while using SmartUI. To improve SmartUI, appropriate help for editing shortcut buttons and refined designs for buttons or scrolls were recommended. The results of the usability test are listed in Table 9 . Each value for each question in Table 9 is the averaged value listed in its corresponding group. The participants in their 30's have replied with relatively low satisfaction 3.8 on average. They were sensitive to server installation and button designs. The participants in their 40's especially asked for more help to identify application-specific shortcut keys for submenu items. As shown in Table 9 , the level of satisfaction for all the participants is 4.4 on average, which illustrates the high usability of SmartUI. There is no significant difference in the usability test between genders. Both males and females responded similarly with a high level of satisfaction for the usability of SmartUI.
Conclusion
Today, smartphones and PCs can be integrated in networked computing environments. Active studies on remote user interfaces have been conducted to facilitate smartphones as remote controllers of PCs. Most previous remote user interface systems have been image-based, and require higher resource usage and higher network bandwidth. Those systems tried to provide the original fixed interfaces on smartphones. Most previous remote user interfaces required separate rendering modules on smartphones to display GUIs with transferred interface descriptions from the server. In those systems, users cannot define their preferences on a smartphone in a single interface option.
The SmartUI system, presented in this paper, is a textoriented HTML-based user interface system for remote PC control. Any smartphone having a web browser can use SmartUI without an additional rendering module. Moreover, the SmartUI allows users to design their own smartphone interfaces to remotely control a specific PC application. A user can define a quick launch button on SmartUI for any application on a remote PC. A set of application-specific shortcut buttons, automatically linked to a quick launch button, can also be defined by a user. Therefore any application file on a remote PC can be started with a single click and then controlled with the associated buttons on SmartUI. The performance and the usability of SmartUI have been evaluated on various smartphones and the results show that SmartUI requires low battery power and network bandwidth while maintaining high responsiveness.
